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A new way of approaching disease reveals: current popular methods of increasing cellular

oxygenation; formulas, patents, and ongoing lab, scientific and medical studies; anecdotal and

medical case histories of former AIDS and other degenerative disease victims, who were treated

with oxygenation methods by health professionals, and are now back at work, and viral free;

contacts: names, addresses, methods, and the current status of groups, products, and companies

all over the world, who are currently involved with many different types of oxygenation therapies.
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Brilliant review of the literature of oxygen therapies exceptionally well put together for the

non-scientific and scientific mind. Written on several levels; a must for everyone suffering from

cancer, AIDS and heart disease (to name only a few diseases covered)and for every doctor or

healthcare practitioner in the world please! Reasoning is joined up and it's easy to see the links to

real cures. Read also about pollution, modern agriculture and water treatment and the way it affects

us. Everything is referenced.If you care about your health and the planet, read this!

I finally reminded him and he claimed to have lost it. But, 2 weeks later he found it and I promised to

find him one on the Internet (Charlie don't surf).What I like about this book:1- The inclusion of

studies from around the world. People in the US somehow act like the only valid medical and

scientific studies ever done are in the US. We are either too lazy or to Amero-centric (to coin a really

ugly phrase) to consider that other countries have scientists and facilities that do good work.2- It



allows me to manage my own health, because damn, it's obvious nobody else has any interest

unless they can be absolute vultures and profit from my sickness and injury (yes, I'm talking to you

insurance companies, corporate shareholders and lilly-livered doctors - grow a pair why don't

'cha?)Buy it, read it, believe it or don't. I don't care. It works for me and mine.

A longer review will follow, but this book outlines much of the basis to oxygen-theory as the basis for

super-wellness and the reversal of disease states in the body. It seems to me that the author and

his sources anticipated the 1998 Nobel Prize for Medicine awarded for the discovery of nitric-oxide's

action in the epithilial cells and the prevention of arteriosclerosis.

Informative book about Food Grade hydrogen peroxide as a metabolic treatment for all diseases.

Given to my by a friend's grandfather who eradicated cancer from his body.

I have bought every book I could find on Oxygen Therapy. This was the least helpful. Ed McCabe's

Flood Your Body with Oxygen was much better and so was The One-Minute Cure.

I was amazed by the amount of research done decades ago that appears to be buried and forgotten

today? A wealth of information for anyone who wants to learn about alternative treatment.

This is not what I expected at all. It appears to be a very old publication & the format & content are

very difficult to understand. This appears to have been published out of somebody's home office on

outdated equipment. I was very disappointed. It also took a very long time to get to me. Overall, I

was very dissatisfied with this purchase.

I have read this book now two times and got things ou.t of it both times it might be the answer to a

lot of problems in our world now
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